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Abstract 
We give a description of the latest version of the DESIR-II package (Barkaton and Jung, 1997; 
Pfliigel, 1996a, b) implemented in MAPLE V. The purpose of this package is the computation of 
a fundamental set of formal solutions of nth-order linear differential equations, first-order linear 
differential systems and asymptotic representations of solutions of nth-order linear difference 
equations. Our package provides a detailed online-help and a set of additional tools for handling 
the computed results. 
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1. Introduction 
DESIR-II is a revision of the DESIR package written in REDUCE [lo]. It is more 
than a re-implementation, in that we also use improved algorithms. Our version is 
much more efficient than the former one. 
The most recent feature is the generic function desir which takes as input either 
an &h-order linear differential equation of the form 
D(y) = a,(x)y(“) + a,_,(x)y(“-‘) + . . . + ao(x)y = 0, (1) 
a first-order linear differential system of dimension n 
Y’ = A(x)Y (2) 
or an nth-order linear difference equation 
d(cp) = b,(t)cp(t + n) + b,-1(t)cp(t + n - 1) + . . + bo(t)cp(t> =o, (3) 
where the coefficients ai and bi are polynomials over a field K 2 Q and the matrix A 
has entries in K(x). 
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The desir-function seizes the input, checks its structure for equations of the form 
(l)-(3) and then 
(i) calls the Rational Newton algorithm [l] to solve Eq. (1 ), 
(ii) converts the system (2) into an equivalent nth-order scalar differential equation 
and solves it as in case 1, 
(iii) calls a module developed and implemented by Barkatou [2] which computes 
asymptotic representations of the solutions of (3). 
The package and some Maple demo worksheets are available under the following 
address: http: //www-lmc . imag . f r/CF/logiciel . html. 
2. Solving linear differential equations 
Given an equation of the form (1 ), a fundamental set of formal solutions at a point 
x0 E J? (the algebraic closure of K) is a set {yi , . . . , yn} of linearly independent solutions 
of the form 
n(t) = eQiclit)tnr@,i(t), (4) 
where x - x0 = t”‘, ri E Nf (the ramzjication), Qi (the irregular part) is a polyno- 
mial with coefficients in some finite extension L over K, /Ii EL (the exponent) and 
@i(t)= @i,O(t) + @i,i(t)log(t) + ” ’ + @i,,(t)logs(t) is a finite sum of formal power 
series in 1 with coefficients in L. t’l@i(t) is called the regular part. 
These solutions can be computed with the classical Newton algorithm which is 
based on Newton-polygon constructions [lo] or by the formal reduction of a linear 
differential operator due to Ma&range [6]. The former method was used in the first 
version of DESIR. In [2], the notion of generalized formal solutions is introduced. 
Such a solution is a pair 
(x(t) = /If, y(t) z &‘l’)t”&t)) (5) 
which parametrizes Y classical formal solutions. The algebraic extensions needed to 
_ _ 
compute Q, 2 and 6(t) are, in general, smaller than in Eq. (4). This is of course im- 
portant for an efficient implementation. The generalized formal solutions are computed 
by the Rational Newton algorithm, which is a more efficient version of the classical 
Newton algorithm. 
To compute a fundamental set of formal solutions of the form (4) we proceed as 
follows: 
(i) Apply the Rational Newton algorithm to compute a set of generalized formal 
solutions of the form (5). 
(ii) Compute a fundamental system of classical formal solutions by converting each 
generalized formal solution to several classical ones. Since the generalized formal 
solutions already give essential information about the structure of the solutions, 
this conversion process is not started automatically. It can be done by an additional 
function. 
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The use of the Rational Newton algorithm has the following advantages: 
- solutions are computed simultaneously, 
- the algebraic extensions during the algorithm are, in general, smaller. 
In order to handle large equations with polynomial coefficients of high degree, we use 
truncation techniques. One can show that the irregular, regular and series parts up to 
order k depend only on some of the monomials of the coefficients. These monomi- 
a#s can be determined from the Newton polygon. Using these techniques, we have 
achieved important improvements in the performance compared to the older version of 
DESIR. 
Note that there exists an efficient implementation of Malgrange’s method in the 
framework of the diffop-package [5], which also uses the idea of reducing alge- 
braic extensions of the constant field by computing a generalized parametrization of 
the solutions. Comparisons with DESIR-II show that both approaches compute the 
irregular parts quite similarly with regard to computation times. For the computa- 
tion of the regular parts, we use the classical Frobenius algorithm. This works fast 
in the so-called generic case, when the roots of a certain indicial equation do not 
differ by integers. In the general case, there are examples where the local factor- 
ization method used by diff op is more efficient. In both packages, a more effi- 
cient way of treating algebraic extensions than the Maple standard RootOf concept is 
used. 
3. Solving first-order systems 
A system of the form (2) has a formal fundamental matrix solution of the form 
F = W(t)t”eQ(‘i’) (6) 
where W is a matrix formal power series in t with coefficients in K, A is a constant 
matrix over E and Q is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements q,( l/t), . . . , qn( l/t) E 
R[l/t]. We have x=t’ for some P-EN*. 
The system (2) can be transformed into an equivalent &h-order linear differential 
equation by the cyclic vector method. This method is actually used in DESIR-II. For 
small sizes of matrices (say, n < 3,4) this method is, in fact, very efficient. 
4. Solving linear difference quations 
The algorithm presented in [2] uses results from [9,4]. The general form of a solution 
of an equation A of the form (3) is 
vi(t) = r(t)’ 
.I 
X-‘-‘_Yi(X) dX, (7) 
Yt 
where p E Z, yi is a holomorphic function in a sector I$ at 0 in C, which is the 
solution of some linear differential operator D of the form (1) and yi is a half-line 
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from the origin into 6. In order to find the asymptotic solutions, one first computes D 
which is the inverse Mellin transformation of A. In [2], it is then shown how a system 
of rational formal solutions of D computed by the Rational Newton algorithm can be 
used to construct the asymptotic representations of the formal integral (7) by using the 
method of steepest descent [4]. 
5. Primitives 
Our package, roughly speaking, can be used in two ways. 
- For Eqs. (l)-(3), the desir function provides an easy way to compute a complete 
fundamental set of formal solutions in the neighbourhood of a given point. For 
Eq. (1 ), the ratnewton function determines only the irregular and regular parts. 
This is important information for several applications (e.g. the search for closed- 
form solutions) and can be done very quickly, since the truncation will be maximal. 
The frobenius function computes the subset of all regular formal power series 
solutions of the equation. 
- For Eq. (l), the desir , ratnewton and frobenius functions can be used to store 
the computed results in internal data structure. We have implemented some additional 
functions (the so-called primitives) which allow us to manipulate the results. Typical 
applications are 
l converting a generalized formal solution to a list of ciassical ones, 
l extracting parts of the solution, e.g. the irregular parts or the exponents, 
l extracting the recurrence equations of the series parts, 
l generating more terms of the series parts which are stored in NTPS representation. 
We gave a specification of our primitives in [73 which allows us to develop other ap- 
plications which are based on our module. This is particulary relevant for the European 
project CATHODE. ’ 
6. An example session 
In this section, we give an example session demonstrating some of the tools of 
DESIR-II. 
We dejne a fourth-order differential equation. 
> ode :=y(x> + (4*x’3-2*x-2)*diff (y(x) ,x) + 
> (14*x-4-6*x-3)+diff (y(x) ,x$2) + 
> (8*x-5-2*x-4)*diff(y(x),x$3) +x^6*diff(y(x),x$4); 
1 Computer Algebra Tools for Handling Ordinary DiRerentiat Equations. 
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ode:=y(x)+(4x3-2.2) &y(x) +(14x4-6x3) 
( ) 
+(8x’-b’)(;y(x)) ++$y(x)). 
We call the Rational Newton algorithm. The argument r will store the result in 
internal data structure. 
> desir(ode=O, y(X), t, 'r'); 
[[x(t) = 4 t3, y(t) = e(-3’r) (1 + & t + g t2 + O(t”))] , 
[x(t) = t, y(t) = eCP2”) (1 - i t + f?& t2 + O(t’))]] . 
We are interested in the first generalized formal solution. It can be accessed in r[l]. 
We can convert it to a readable Maple expression or to a list of “classical” formal 
solutions. This yields three solutions. 
> gsol:=r[l]: 
> convert(gso1, 'expr'); 
[x(t) = i t3, y(t) = eCe3”) (1 + & t + $j$ t2 + O<t’))] 
> fsols:=convert(gsol, 'fsol'): 
> nops(fsols); 
3 
We can convert these classical formal solutions to readable Maple expressions. Note 
the appearence of algebraic extensions. 
> convert(fs0lS [II, 'expr'); 
e(-3x’ 3, (1 + $ 2’13,113 + g 22/3,2/3 + O(x)) . 
> convert(fsols El, ‘expr’); 
e(-3X’ ‘) 
( ( 
1 + 2 -$ + i I&) 21J3x’/3 + $j$ (-4 + $ I&)’ 2213x213 + O(x)) 
We return to the first generalized formal solution. We extract the irregular and 
regular part. 
> irregpartcr Cl]>; 
-3; 
> reg :=regpart(r[i]): 
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The variable reg now stores the regular part. We convert it to a Maple expression, 
extract the recurrence quation and generate more coefJicients. 
> convertcreg, ‘expr’); 
> recurrence keg, a(u) > ; 
0 = -na(n) -t ($ + t n - i n’) a(n - 1) 
-& (71 - l)(n + 2)(n - 4)a(n - 2) + ($j - 4 n + i n*) a(n - 3) 
+ &(n - 2)(n2 - 4n + 2)a(n - 4) + &(n - l)*(n - 4)*a(n - 5). 
> print (Order) ; 
3 
> Order :=8: 
convertheg, ‘expr’); 
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